
New since 2016: there is now a maximum number of events that can count per level. If you play more events that the idetified number in a specific 

level, your best results (number of points) from that level will count on the Order of Merit.

 2017 GIRLS OVERALL TOURNAMENT LISTING

Level 2

Maximum of 6 events that can count on the OOM

US Junior only the match-play chart for 64 players will be used to award points to players for that tournament. All player that qualify for the event 

but that don't make it to the match-play round, will be given 1500 points no matter their finish in the stroke-play portion of the tournament.

If the event has a field of 100 or more players and there is a cut, all players that make the cut will be guaranteed a minimum of the last place of the 

cut points in the Points Distribution Chart.
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Québec Games
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Level 4

Maximum of 3 events that can count on the OOM

Level 3

Canada Summer 

Games

Junior Worlds Golf 
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Maximum of 2 events that can count on the OOM

AJGA Invitationals

PGA of Canada 

Women's Champ. 

Symetra Tour events
Future Links -      

British Columbia

4000 points

Québec Games: only the individual round will count

Regional Junior Tour (RJT): A differentiel of the 3 best RJT results will give points. This means that a player must play at least 3 RJT rounds to 

qualify for points. All of the RJT rounds played will only count for one event.

CJGA Majors: to be determined

CJGA Multi-Day: except for the Québec Junior Open, the remaining 5 events on the Québec/Ottawa schedule can count

Maximum of 3 events that can count on the OOM

Future Links - Ontario World Junior Girls USGA Junior

Golf Québec Junior 

Championship

2000 points

For any tournament: if there is a cut for the field, only players that make the cut will be eligible to receive points for the event. 

For all tournaments, the same points will be allocated to all golfers tied for a specific rank.

A player can earn points on this Order of merit from April 15 to October 15, 2017. Any tournaments outside this period will not be considered.

Inter-Regional Championship: the 10 player or less Points Distribution Chart will be used to give points for this tournament. If all 9 regions are 

present at the event, the teams finishing in 8 and 9 place will be awarded the same number of points.

NOTES

CJGA Majors

Optimist International 

Junior Championship

Canadian Junior 

Championship

5000 points


